
Lecture on Nietzsche 

I. Introduction to Nietzsche 

• Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), German.  

• His father died when Friedrich was young, so he was 

raised by his mother, aunts, grandmother, and sisters.  

• He studied philology, and was such a brilliant student 

that, in 1868 at the age of 24, he was given a 

professorship ay Basel University.  

• He work there for the next decade and publishes a 

number of early, important works including The Birth 

of Tragedy (1872).  

• In 1879, he resigns his position due to poor health, 

and spends the next decade wandering around Italy, 

Switzerland, and Southern France, seeking a climate 

that would help with his ailments.  

• In January of 1889 he collapses on a street in Turin, 

never to recover.  

• It is this period between 1879 and 1889 that he 

produces his most important (and best) works 

including Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1883-1885), 

Beyond Good and Evil (1886), On the Genealogy of 

Morals (1887).  

• After his collapse in 1889, his sister takes control of 

his personal and literary estate. 



• She begins to edit his works and his notes to serve 

her and her husband’s fascist, racist, proto-Nazi 

ideologies.  

• This culminates with the publication of previously 

unpublished notes that are taken out of context and 

arranged thematically rather than chronologically 

titles The Will to Power (1st edition in 1901, and a 2nd 

expanded edition in 1906).  

• This work was an important philosophical influence 

for the Nazi’s and the Third Reich.  

• Nietzsche never recovers from his breakdown. He is 

treated as a display piece by his sister, and eventually 

dies in 1900 in an asylum.  

• Like Kierkegaard, Nietzsche is focused on the 

individual and the question of how to find meaning in 

a fundamentally meaningless world. As such he is part 

of the tradition of existentialism.  

• Nietzsche’s thought really anticipates many of the 

philosophical and intellectual developments of the 

20th Century. He continues to be enormously 

influential to this day.   

II. The Birth of Tragedy 

• In this work Nietzsche is looking back to the Ancient 

Greeks for solutions to the problems he saw plaguing 

the modern world.  

• The core problem facing humanity is pessimism. We 

stare into the abyss and see nothing and 



meaninglessness, yet we still need to find a way to 

continue on.  

• Nietzsche sees in the ancient Greeks a framework for 

answering this problem.  

• For Nietzsche, Greek tragedy involves a tension or 

interaction between two opposing forces or powers 

in human existence. 

• These are the: 

i. Apollonian: symbolized by the god Apollo who is 

the god of order and measure; reason and 

restraint. This spirit is best represented by epic 

poetry like that of Homer.  

ii. Dionysian: symbolized by the god Dionysus, who 

is the god of wine and merriment, and of excess 

and the loss of control. Represented by lyric 

poetry and folk songs.  

• In Greek tragedy (as well as the operas of Wagner) we 

see a fusion of these two elements.  

• As Nietzsche puts it, tragedy is the Apollonian dream 

of the Dionysian in which existence is laid bare, but 

we can vicariously take pleasure and enjoyment in it.   

• Nietzsche is arguing that we need to live an aesthetic 

life to confront and defeat the pessimism of the 

modern age. Compare with Kierkegaard on the 

esthetic.  

• Much of Nietzsche’s thought here is influenced by 

Kantian ideas filtered through the philosophy of 



Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860, German) and the 

idea that there is a world of appearance that covers 

up or hides an underlying true reality.  

• Nietzsche ultimately rejects this idea in his later 

works.  

III. Nietzsche’s Criticism of Philosophy 

• For Nietzsche, earlier philosophy is an attempt to tell 

a story to avoid confronting the meaninglessness of 

existence.  

• Philosophers begin with their conclusions and then 

use reason to rationalize that conclusion while 

pretending that it is the product of rational 

deliberation.  

• Nietzsche further argues that many of our traditional 

philosophical ideas are errors that nevertheless have 

a pragmatic benefit in helping us stay alive. 

• One of these major errors in the belief in God, whom 

Nietzsche famously argues is dead, and whom we 

have killed.  

• Nietzsche seems very close to Hume here. They both 

seem to confront the idea that reason can do very 

little and that many of our core philosophical beliefs 

rest on illusions.  

• Where Hume turns away from these implication and 

goes to play cards and drink with his friends, 

Nietzsche wants to confront this reality head-on and 



try to figure out how to live in full awareness of this 

truth.  

• Nietzsche often invokes this metaphor of living life at 

noon when the sun is brightest and there are no 

shadows to hide in.  

• We find ourselves in a position of nihilism: belief in 

nothing or the belief that there is nothing we can 

believe in.  

IV. On the Genealogy of Morals 

•  The core purpose of this work is to question the 

origin and value of our values.  

• He is asking what purpose our value systems serve for 

us, and whether we would be better off creating new 

systems of value.  

• He will perform this work using the method of 

genealogy. He will trace our values to their origin and 

figure out how they came to be.  

• In this work he tells us a story about how we (modern 

Europeans) have come to have the values that they 

have.  

• It is important to stress that this story is not supposed 

to be taken as “true” or as accurately corresponding 

to reality. Instead, the value of the story lies in what 

this story allows us to do in our own lives.  

• For Nietzsche, our lives are governed by the stories 

we tell ourselves about them, and he is modelling 



how we can go about telling ourselves a better story 

that allows us greater freedom and autonomy.  

V. Will to Power 

• Will to Power: the fundamental drive of all existence 

to dominate, conquer, control, and incorporate.  

• Everything is a manifestation or expression of will to 

power.  

• One way that will to power manifests itself is through 

the imposition of meaning. E.g. the activity of 

previous philosophers described earlier.  

• These previous philosophers are lying to themselves 

about what they are doing. Nietzsche will do the 

same thing but will be honest about what he is doing.  

• Will to power will then serve as the standard that 

Nietzsche will use for evaluation. All facets of 

existence will be evaluated in terms of whether they 

promote or hinder will to power.  

VI. Master and Slave Morality 

• Nietzsche begins by looking at the origin of the 

concept of “good.”  

• He starts by looking at the perspective of the “British 

Psychologists” who see ‘good’ as having its origins in 

unegoistic actions that benefit others. Those who are 

benefitted label the action that benefit them as 

“good.” This is a utilitarian structure of evaluation.  

• Nietzsche disagrees and argues instead that “good” is 

a label created by the strong and powerful to 



describe themselves. They then label the opposite of 

these qualities as “bad.”  

• In effect the concepts of “good” and “bad” are 

created by the masters as a way to identify 

themselves and distinguish themselves from the 

slaves.  

• These concepts are originally purely descriptive. They 

have no normative component, no “ought” or 

“should” associated with them.  

• ‘Good’ involves notions of strength, power, mastery, 

intelligence, virility; while ‘bad’ involves notions of 

weakness, disease, servility, etc.  

• These older concepts of “good” and “bad” have by 

today been transformed into new, different concepts 

of “good” and “evil.”  

• This transformation comes about via a “slave revolt” 

in morality. The slaves are inherently weak (that’s 

why they are slaves) and are unable to physically 

overthrow the masters.  

• Rather than physical revolution the slaves engage in a 

spiritual revolt through ressentiment. The slaves 

begin by defining all the qualities that the masters 

labeled as “good” as “evil.” 

• This is how the slaves are able to exercise will to 

power.  

• In this slave system of morality, the primary moral 

concept is evil and good is defined as the opposite. 



• In addition, this good/evil contrast has a normative 

dimension to it in the sense that one chooses 

whether to be good or evil.  

• Nietzsche basically suggests that this is how freedom 

and responsibility are invented by human beings.  

• Within this system qualities like strength, power, 

aggressiveness, domination are labeled as “evil” and 

the opposites like meekness, weakness, humility, 

charity, compassion, are labelled as “good.” 

• This ressentiment, this slave revolt in morality, is a 

cultural tool that has been used to domesticate 

humanity and domesticate the “blonde beast.” 

• This slave morality is the dominant system of morality 

in 19th Century Europe.  

• Nietzsche is very critical of slave morality: 

i. It is life-denying in that it denies our true nature 

as will to power. It pretends that there is 

freedom and that one can resist acting one’s 

desires and impulses.  

ii. It is hypocritical. It pretends that it is meek and 

pretends to despise the nobles, but in truth it 

wants to be just like them.  We can see this in 

how this slave system invents the concept of an 

afterlife where the meek will inherit the earth 

and the God will be the instrument of their 

revenge.  



iii. Leads to nihilism, a leveling, and it causes us to 

no longer respect man and hold out hope for his 

greatness.  

• Nietzsche also sees some positives in slave morality: 

i. Slave morality has proven to be an extremely 

successful strategy for expressing will to power. 

ii. It makes man interesting. Slave morality elevates 

humans above the animals and gives them a 

depth that they lack under the system of master 

morality. Nobles are immediate and unreflective, 

they are described by Nietzsche as “blonde 

beasts.”  

iii. All this prepares the way for the next stage of 

human existence represented by the 

Übermensch or “overman.”  

VII. The Übermensch 

• The Übermensch is the one who goes beyond the 

categories of good and evil, who revalues existing 

values and creates new values and ways of existing 

for humanity. This figure is also able to bring meaning 

to the meaninglessness of existence.  

• This is the concept that replaces the aesthetic life 

recommended by The Birth of Tragedy.  

• Nietzsche always writes as if he is the herald or the 

harbinger of the Übermensch, so we don’t get much 

specificity about what this individual will look like or 

what kind of existence will be created.  



• I see similarities between Marx and Nietzsche in that 

they both provide very probing criticisms of 

contemporary society, but the solutions are very 

lacking in details and actionable specifics.  

VIII. The Eternal Recurrence of the Same 

• This is can be viewed as a quasi-moral test to 

determine if one is leading an authentic existence. 

• We should evaluate our lives by asking if we would be 

willing to relive every moment of that life for eternity.  

• This concept is meant to focus us on our particular 

individual existence right now. There is nothing 

beyond what we have and experience now, so we 

need to invest this present moment with as much as 

possible and live our lives in such a way that we 

would be willing to repeat them endlessly.  

• This is also described by Nietzsche as amor fati or 

“love of fate.”  


